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In [10J and [l1J, E. Rees and E. Thomas have studied the divisibility of 
some Chern numbers of the complex cobordism classes and the homotopy groups 
of MU(n). The purpose of this paper is to study the symplectic cobordism theory 
by using their methods. 

Let MSp(n) be the Thorn space of the universal symplectic vector bundle 
over the classifying space BSp(n), and MSp={MSp(n), en} be the Thorn spectrum 
of the symplectic cobordism theory, where en: E4MSp(n)-+MSp(n+l) is the 
structure map. Let bn: MSp(n)-+Q4NMSp(n+N) be the adjoint map of the 
composition en,N: E4NMSp(n)-+MSp(n+N) of Eien+b where N~n>O. Con
verting bn into a fibering with fiber Fm we consider the fibering 

(1) Fn --> MSp(n) ~ Q4NMSp(n+N). 

Then Fn is (Sn-2)-connected, and we can determine the cohomology groups of 
Fn in dimensions less than 12n-2 (see Proposition 2.15). 

Let Pi E H4i(BSp) be the i-th symplectic Pontrjagin class. For a symplectic 
cobordism class UE7r4lMSp) and a class Pi,,,,Pij EH4k(BSp) with 'L.!=l it=k, 
Pi,"'PiluJ denotes the Pontrjagin number of u for a class Pi,"'Pij" 

Our first purpose is to obtain the divisibility of some Pontrjagin numbers of 
the symplectic cobordism classes by making use of the cohomology groups of 
Fn. As a concrete result, we have the following theorem (see Theorem 3.S): 

THEOREM I. Let n ~ 1. Theil 
(i) Pn[uJ=O modSfor allY UE7r4n(MSp). 
(ii) P lPn[UJ -«n+4)f2)Pn+ l[UJ =0 mod 24 for any u E 7r4n + iMSp). 

The divisibility of Pontrjagin numbers of some symplectic cobordism classes 
has been studied in [14J, [13J, [3J, [6J to investigate the structure of 7r*(MSp). 
For the divisibility (i) of the above theorem, E. E. Floyd [3J has proved it with 
some restriction by using the alternative method, and some application of the 
method of Floyd is considered in [4J. 

The second purpose of this paper is to study the homotopy groups 
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7C Sn _1(MSp(n)) and 7Csn+3(MSp(n)) by using the fibering (1) and some examples 
of the symplectic cobordism classes. Our second results are stated as follows 
(see Corollaries 4.4, 4.5 and Theorems 4.6, 4.7): 

THEOREM II. (i) Let men) be the greatest common measure of {(1/8)Pn[u] I 
u E 7C4iMSp)}. Then the induced homomorphism 

of bn in (1) is epimorphic and its kernel is a cyclic group of order 4m(n) gene
rated by the Whitehead product [i, i] for the homotopy class i of the natural 
inclusion S4n--+MSp(n). 

(ii) If 27C4n _ 1(MSp)=O and n is not a power of 2, then bn* in (i) is split 
epimorphic, that is, 

7C Sn - 1(MSp(n)) ~ Z4m(n) E!J 7C4n - 1(MSp). 

(iii) men) is a power of2for n#l, 3, and m(1)=m(3)=3. 
(iv) m(n) = 1 ifn=2k+21-1 or 2k+21 (k, I~O) and n#l, 3. 

THEOREM III. (i) 7Csn+iMSp(n))(n~3) has no p-torsion for any odd 
prime p. 

(ii) The homomorphism bn*: 7C sn +iMSp(n))--+7C4n+iMSp) is epimorphic 
for n~ 1. 

(iii) If n =2k + 21 -1 (k, I ~ 1), then bn* in (ii) is isomorphic, that is, 
7CSn + 3(MSp(n)) ~ 7C4n+3(MSp). 

We notice that the assumption 27C4n - 1(MSp)=O in Theorem II (ii) is valid 
for n ~ 8 by the result of D. M. Segal [12]. 

This paper is organized as follows. In § 1 we summarize the necessary 
lemmas concerning the iterated cohomology suspension investigated by R. J. 
Milgram [5]. In § 2 we study the cohomology groups of Fn> and in § 3 we state 
the divisibility of some Pontrjagin numbers and prove Theorem 1. In § 4 we 
consider the homotopy exact sequence concerning 7C slI - 1(MSp(II)) and 7CSn+3 
(MSp(n)) and state Theorems II and III. In § 5 we prepare some symplectic 
cobordism classes and prove these theorems. 

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor M. Sugawara for 
his valuable suggestions, to Professor S. Oka for his helpful advices and stimulating 
discussions, and to K. Morisugi for his useful conversations and encouragement. 

§ 1. Preliminaries 

In this section, we summarize some necessary lemmas concerning the iterated 
cohomology suspension studied by R. J. Milgram [5]. 
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Let Ybe an (r-l)-connected CW-complex, andj: Y-+Qk};'ky be the natural 
inclusion. Then Milgram [5; Th. 1. 11] proved that the cofiber Qk};'kYjY of j 
is homotopy equivalent in dimensions less than 3r-l to the space Sk-1t><TY A Y, 
where Sk-1t><TYA Y is the quotient space of Sk-l x (Y A Y) by the identification 
of (x, Yl' Y2) with (-x, Y2, Yl) and (x, *) with the base point. 

When Y=QkX for a (k+r-l)-connected CW-complex X, we can consider 
the evaluation map e: P Qk X -+ X and the fibering 

Then the inclusion j: Y-+QkP Y is a section of the fibering QkF Oki , Qk};'k Y Ok e , Y' 
and we have the maps F<--'!-PQkF Ik(q.Okj),};'k(QkPYjY), where q: Qkpy-+ 

QkP YjY is the canonical projection. Since these maps are (k+ 3r-l)-equivalent, 
we have the following lemma (cf. Proof of [5; Cor. 4.4]). 

LEMMA 1.1. In dimensions less than k+ 3r-l, F is homotopy equivalent 
to P(Sk-1t><TQk X A Qk X). 

Take X to be the Thorn space MSp(n+N) of the universal symplectic vector 
bundle over BSp(n+N). Then we have the fibering 

(1.2) F(e) ~ };'4NQ4NMSp(n+N) --S MSp(n+N). 

Hereafter we shall take integers nand N to satisfy N~n>O. By Lemma 1.1, 
we have 

COROLLARY 1.3. In dimensions less than 4N+12n-l, F(e) is homotopy 
equivalent to };'4NT(n, N), where we use the notation 

Put II=Z or Zp (p: prime). By this corollary, we have the isomorphisms 

Hi+4N(F(e); II) = Hi(T(I1, N); II) for i ~ 1211-2. 

Therefore the Serre cohomology exact sequence of (1.2) turns out to the exact 
sequence 

(1.4) ... -> Hi-l(T(Il, N); II) ~ Hi+4N(MSp(Il+N); II) ~ 

Hi(Q4·'iMSp(Il+N); II) L Hi(r(Il, N); II) --> ... (i ~ 12n-2), 

where t, (j and j are the transgression, the induced homomorphisms e* and i* 
composed with the suspension isomorphisms respectively, and (j is known to be 
the iterated cohomology suspension. 

We shall use the following notations: 
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(1.5) (i) By a series R=(r\, r2'''')' we mean that r;'s are non negative integers 
with the condition r i = 0 (i ~ m) for some 111 ~ 1, and this condition will be denoted 

by R<m. 
(ii) For a series R=(r\, 1'2,"'), we set IRI= Li~l iri' 
(iii) For series R=(r\, r2,"') and S=(s\, S2,"')' R>S means that ri= 

Si (i>m) and rm>sm for some m~1. 

Let Pi E H4i(BSp) be the universal i-th symplectic Pontrjagin class. Then 
it is known that H*(BSp(n+N»=Z[P\,. .. , Pn+N]' We set PR=P~lPl? .. 
EH4IRI(BSp) for a series R=(r\, r2"")' 

Let U E H4(n+N)(MSp(n + N» be the Thorn class of MSp(n + N), and consider 

the composition 

V: Hi-4n(BSp(n+N» ~ • Hi+4N(MSp(n+N» ~ Hi(Q4N/lJSp(n+N», 

where U is the Thorn isomorphism given by U(x) = U x and (J is the iterated coho
mology suspension in (1.4). Here (J is isomorphic for i ~ 8n -1, and 
H*(Q4N MSp(n + N» for * ~ 8n- I is the free abelian group with basis {V(PR) I 
IRI<Il}, where 

(1.6) 

The following lemma is .an immediate consequence of [5; Prop. 3.1] (cf. 
[11; (2.1)]), where <8, 8') and ei • 8®8 are the notations used in [11]. 

LEMMA 1.7. (i) The cohomology group Hi(F(n, N» for i~ 12n-2 is a 
direct sum of some copies of Z and Z2' A basis of its free part consists of the 
following classes: 

<V(PR), V(PS»EHSn+4(IRI+l slJ(F(n, N» with R>S, IRI + lSI ~ n-l, 

1· V(PR) ® V(PR) E Hsn+SIRI(r(n, N» with 21RI ~ n-1. 

A basis of its Z2-summands consists of the following classes: 

e2k . V(PR) ® V(PR)EHslI+2k+SIRI(F(n, N» with k~l, 2k + 81RI ~ 4n-2. 

(ii) A basis of Hi(F(n, N); Z2) for i ~ 12n- 2 consists of the mod 2 re
ductions of the classes given in (i) and moreover the classes 

e2k+l. V(PR) ® V(PR)EHsn+2k+1+SIRI(F(n, N); Z2) 

with k~O, 2k + 81RI ~ 4n-4. 

We remark that the classes u· 8®8 in [11; (2.1)] do not appear in Hi(r(n, N» 
for i ~ 12n- 2, since N ~ n. 
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By the above lemma, we have Hj(F(n, N»=O ifj is odd andj<12n-2, and 
the following 

LEMMA 1.8. (i) The sequence (1.4) for A = Z and i ~ 12n - 2 is short exact: 

0--> Hi+4N(MSp(n+N» ~ HI(Q4NMSp(n+N» L Hi(r(n, N» --> O. 

(ii) HI(Q4NMSp(n+N»=0 ifi is odd and i~12n-2. 

For the maps j and 1" in (1.4), we have the following lemma by [5; Th. 4.6] 
(cf. [11; (2.10), (2.5)]): 

LEMMA 1.9. (i) In the integral cohomology groups, 

(ii) In the mod 2 cohol11olog y groups, 

if R > S, 

if R = S. 

The next lemma can be proved by a similar argument to E. Recs and E. 
Thomas [11; 2.4, 2.6, 2.8J. 

LEMMA 1.10. For i<3n, the cohomology group H4i(Q4NMSp(n + N» 
is a free abelian group. 

PROOF. H4i(Q4NMSp(n+N» has no odd torsion by Lemma 1.7. We 
prove that 

is monomorphic if i < 311. 

Then H4i-'(Q4·'1MSp(n+N); Z2)=0 by the exact sequence (1.4), and hence 
H4i(Q4N MSp(1I + N» has no 2-torsion by the universal coefficient theorem. 
Thus we have the lemma. 

Now we prove (*). A basis of H4i-l(F(n, N); Z2) (i<3n) consists of the 
classes cxR=e4i-8(n+IRIJ-1. V(PR)(8)V(PR) with 4i-8(n+IRI)-1>0 by Lemma 
1.7 (ii), and 

by Lemma 1.9 (ii). We have SqiU = UPj if i=4j, =0 otherwise. Hence, by the 

Cartan formula, the Wu formula Sq4sPj=L.le-s-+;I-1)ps_IPj+/ and the 

condition 2(n+IRj)<i<3n, we see that 
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for some integers Ills, where < is the notation in (1.5) (i). Therefore we sec 
that r is monomorphic and (*) is proved. q. e. d. 

The formulas for the cohomology operations on H*(l(n, N); Z2) are given 
by Milgram [5; Th. 3.7.] (cf. [11; (2.3)]) as follows: 

LEMMA 1.11. (i) Sq4i(V(PR), V(PS» = LO~r<i/2 (Sq4rv(pR), 

Sq4(i-r) V(PS» , 

Sqi(V(PR), V(PS» = 0 if j ¢ 0 mod 4. 

(ii) Sq4i(1. V(PR) ® V(PR» = LO~r<i/2 (Sq4rV(pR), Sq4(i-r>y(pR» 

+ Lgo (n ~ ~Rdj-j) e4i-si . Sq4iy(PR) ® Sq4iy(PR) , 

Sqi(l. V(PR) ® V(PR» = 0 if j ¢ 0 mod 4. 

(iii) For k ~ 1, 

Sqi(ek • V(PR) ® V(PR» 

= L. (k)(4('!+IRI-:j))ek+I- Si. Sq4iy(PR)®Sq4iV(PR). 
J,r~O r l-r-8] 

Especially, we have 

COROLLARY 1.12. For k~ 1, 

Sql(ek • V(PR) ® V(PR» = kek+l. V(PR) ® V(PR) , 

Sq2(ek • V(PR) ® V(PR» = (~) ek+2. V(PR) ® V(PR) , 

Sq4(ek • V(PR) ® V(PR» = ((~) + n + IRI) ek+4. V(PR) ® V(PR). 

Let X be a (k+r-l)-connected space and r~2. The evaluation map 
ei: ];iQiX->X is the composition of the evaluation maps e': ];iQiX_];i-1Qi- t X 

(i~j~l), and we have the commutative diagram 

F(ek) ~ ];kQkX ~X 

(1.13) Ifl le' 

where F(el) (i=k-l, k) are the fibers of the respective fiberings and 11 is the 
restriction of e' to the fiber. If we identify F(el) with ];1 (Si-tt><.TQIX /\ QIX) 

in dimensions less than i + 3r - 1 by Lemma 1.1, then we see that 11 is identified 
with the composition of 
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l?(Sk-l~TY /\ Y) ~ J:kQ(Sk-2~TJ:Y /\ J:Y) 

~ J:k-l(Sk-2~TQk-l X /\ Qk-l X), 

where Y=QkX and't"l is the natural map QkJ:kY/Y-+Q(Qk-1J:k-l(J:Y)/J:Y) (see 
[5; § 2]) with the identifications QiJ:iW/W~Si-l~TW /\ W(W= Y, J:Y) and e 
is the map induced by the evaluation maps. 

In the diagram (1.13), set X =MSp(n+N) (N~n+2) and k=4N, ... , 4N-3 
to obtain the commutative diagram 

F(e4N) ---+ J:4NQ4NMSp(n+N) ~ MSp(n+N) 

(l.l4) If Ie' II 
F(e4N-4) ---+ J:4N-4Q4N-4MSp(n+N) ~ MSp(n+N), 

where e"=(e')4 and f=(fl)4. Let a': Hi+4N-4(MSp(n+N»-+Hi(Q4N-4MSp 

(n + N» be the iterated cohomology suspension. Then, by using the identifications 
of F(e4N) with J:4Nl(n, N), F(e4N - 4) with J:4N-4F(n+l, N-l) and fl with 
e(P't"I) as is stated above, we have the following lemma by [5; Th. 3.8] on 't"1: 

LEMMA 1.15. Set V'(x)=a'(Ux). Then 

f*(ek . V'(PR) ® V'(PR)) = ek+4. V(PR) ® V(PR) for any k ~ 0, 

f*«V'(PR), V'(PS») = o. 

§ 2. The cohomology groups of Fn 

The structure map En: J:4 MSp(n)-+MSp(n+l) in the Thorn spectrum 
MSp= {MSp(n), En} of the symplectic cobordism theory is defined to be the map 
induced by the bundle map of ~nEB 1 to c;n+ 1, where ~i is the universal symplectic 
vector bundle over BSp(i) and 1 means the trivial symplectic line bundle. Con
sider the composition En•N: J:4NMSp(n)-+MSp(1I+N) of J:jEn + i, and its adjoint 
map bn•N: MSp(n)-+Q4N MSp(lI + N). Converting bn•N into a fibering with fiber 
Fn•N , we consider the fibering 

(2.1) Fn•N ---+ MSp(n)~ Q4NMSp(n+N). 

For any N'>N~n~l, the homotopy groups, the cohomology groups of Fn•N 
and F".N' are naturally isomorphic in dimensions less than 12n - 2, because 
En+N is (8n + 8N + 6)-equivalent. Therefore, for a positive integer 11, we shall 
take an integer N large enough to satisfy N ~ n; and we denote simply by 
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and investigate the cohomology groups of Fn in dimensions less than 1211-2. 
We remark that Fn is (8n-2)-connected. 

Let IncH*(BSp) be the ideal generated by {Pi I i>Il}, and 

(2.2) V I~ c H4(n+N)+ i(MSp(lI + N)) be the subgroup generated by {V pR I pR 

E I~ = In n Hi(BSp)}. 

Then we have 

LEMMA 2.3. (i) The compositioll 

is homotopic to cn,N' where e is the evaluation llIap ill (l.2). 
(ii) The following cOllllllutative diagralll of four short exact sequences 

holds for i~ 12n-2: 

j l' Hi(r(n, N») 

II 
Hi+4N(MSp(n+N»)~ Hi(Q4NMSp(n+N»_-.i __ H Hi(r(n, N» 

lb~ 
Hi+4N(L4N MSp(n» ._I,-~_N_Hi(MSp(n». 

Here the central horizontal sequence is the one in Lemma 1.8 (i), the central 

vertical sequence is the Serre cohomology exact sequence of the fibering (2.1), 

where r denotes its transgression, if is the restriction of (T, and) is the composition 

jr. 

PROOF. (i) is clear by definition. 
(ii) The left hand vertical sequence is exact by the definition (2.2) of UI~. 

By (i), the lower square commutes. Since C~,N is epimorphic, so is b~, and the 
central vertical sequence is short exact. Since the central horizontal sequence is 
short exact as is shown in Lemma 1.8 (i), so is the upper one by the 9 lemma. 

q.e.d. 

Consider the central vertical exact sequence in Lemma 2.3 (ii): 

LEMMA 2.4. In H8n+4i(Q4NMSp(n+N» for i<n, the following elements 

belong to Ker b~ = 1m r: 
(1) V(PR)V(PS)- V(PnPRPS) for any series Rand S with IRI+ISI=i, 
(2) V(Pn+kPR) for any k and any series R with k~ 1 and k+ IRI = i. 
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PROOF. (1) Let U denote the Thorn class of MSp(n). Then, by Lemma 2.3, 

b;(V(PR)V(PS» = b;a( UPR). b;a(U PS) = (E4N)-le;,N(U PR). (E4N)-le;,Nl UPS) 

= UPR. Ups = UPnPRpS = b;(V(PnPRPS». 

(2) By the condition, x=Pn+kPREln and V(x)=a(Ux)=rO'(x)Elmr. 
q.e.d. 

Especially, (V(PR»2 - V(Pn(PR)2) (21RI < n) is contained in Ker b; by the 
above lemma for R=S. On the other hand, its j-image is 2(1· V(PR)®V(PR» 
by Lemma 1.9 (i). Therefore, by the commutative diagram in Lemma 2.3 (ii), 
we see the following 

(2.5) For any series R with 21RI <n, there are elements b' E H8(n+IRIl-l(Fn) 

and v' E I~n+BJRI such that J(b ')= 1· V(PR)® V(PR) and 

LEMMA 2.6. For any series R with 21RI < n, we can take elements 

such that 

( i) ](b(R» = 1 . V(PR) ® V(PR) + a torsion element, 

(ii) r(b(R) = (lj2){(V(PR»2 - V(Pn(PR)2) + V(vn(R»} in HBi(Q4NMSp 

(n + N», and that vn(R) for O<2IRI ~ n- 3 satisfies the conditions 

(iii) vn(R) =Pn+ JRJ PR + LS<n+ JRJ11lSPS for S011le integers ms, 

(iv) Uvn(R) = Sq4i(UPR) + UPn(PR)2 in H4N+8i(MSp(n+N); Z2). 

PROOF. By the Cartan formula, we have 

Sq4i(UPR) = Ux + UPn(PR)2, x = PiPR + LI~l-l Pi_ISq41(PR). 

Hence we can take an element vn(R) E I~i+4IR I such that its mod 2 reduction is 
x and that it satisfies (iii), and then it satisfies (iv) also. 

Now, let b' E H8i(Fn) and v' E I~i+4IRJ be elements in (2.5). Then we can 
prove the lemma by showing 

(2.7) V(v') == V(vn(R» mod 2 for R # 0 (the O-series) with 21RI ~ n - 3. 

In fact, there is an element y=(1j2){V(V')- V(vnCR»} by (2.7), and b;(y)=O 
since HBi(MSp(n» has no torsion. Thus we see that b(R)= b'-r-1(y) and 

vn(R) satisfy (i) and (ii) by (2.5). When R=O or 2IRI>n-3, b(R)=b' and 
vn(R) = v' are the desired element. 
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To show (2.7), consider the commutative diagram (8i~12n-9, 1l~2) 

H8i-l(r(n, N); Z2) ~ H8i+4N(MSp(n+N); Z2) 

1/* II 
H8i-S(r(n-l, N+ 1); Z2) ~ H8i+4N(MSp(n+N); Z2) 

~ H8i(Q4NMSp(n+N); Z2) 

lao 
~ H8i-4(Q4N+4MSp(Il+N); Z2). 

Here two exact sequences are the ones in (1.4) for A = Z2, f* is the homomorphism 
in Lemma 1.15, and a, a', a" are the iterated cohomology suspensions. Since 
(V(PR»)2_ V(Pn(PR)2) + V(v')=O in H8i(Q4NMSp{n+N); Z2) by (2.5), we have 
V'{Pn(PR)2) + V'(v')=O where V'{x)=a'(Ux). Hence there is a class zEH8i-5 
(rell-l, N+1); Z2) satisfying .'(z) = UPnCPR)2+ Uv'. Since V'E/n, we have 
z=e3 • V'(PR)®V'(PR) + LT,'~1 )'I,Te81+3 • V'{PT)®V'CPT) for some )'I,TEZ2, 

by Lemmas 1.7 (ii) and 1.9. These two equalities imply 

UPn{PR)2 + Uv' = Sq4i{UPR) + .(z') (z' = LT,I~l AI,Te81- 1 • V(PT) ® V(PT» 

by Lemmas 1.15 and 1.9. Therefore the mod 2 reduction of Uv' - UvnCR) is 
equal to .(z') by (iv), and hence that of V(v')- V(vnCR» is equal to a1"(z') =0. 
Thus we see (2.7). q. e. d. 

LEMMA 2.8. Assume N~31l-2. Theil, for any illteger k~1 and any 
series R with k+2IRI~n-l, there is all element c(4k, R)EH8\n+IRIl+4k-I(Fn) 
satisfyillg 

where Vn+k(R) = Vn+k,N-k(R) E /~~nk+k)+8IRI is an element ill Lemma 2.6 and it 
satisfies 

vn+k(R) = Pn+k+IRIPR + LS<n+k+IRI msPs for some integers ms. 

PROOF. Consider the commutative diagram 

Fn ) MSp(n) _--,-b!!....n _-+) Q4NMSp(n+N) 

16 Ibn,k II 
Q4kFn+k -> Q4kMSp{n+k) QUbnH ) Q4NMSp(n+N), 

where b is the restriction of bn,k. Then we have the commutative diagram 

Hi+4k-1(F ) _a_. Hi-1(Q4kF ) ~ Hi-1(F) 

(*) r:+k ~ n+k r' n 

Hi+4k(Q4(N-k)MSp(n+N» ~ HI(Q4NMSpCn+N», 
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where u's are the iterated cohomology suspensions. Furthermore, 

where vn+k(R) satisfies (iii) in Lemma 2.6, i.e., the last equality in the lemma, since 
2IRI~n+k-3. Thus c(4k, R)=b*u(bn+k,N-k(R» satisfies the desired equality 
by Lemma 2.6. q.e.d. 

Now we can define the following classes a(R, S), b(R), c(2i, R) and d(k, R) in 
H*(Fn) (*~12n-3): 

(2.9) a(R, S)EH8n+4(IRI+ISIl-1(Fn) for series Rand S with R>S and IRI+ISI 
~ n - 1 satisfying 

(cf. Lemma 2.4). 

(2.10) b(R)EH8(n+ IRI)-1(Fn) in Lemma 2.6 for a series R with 2IRI~n-1 
satisfying 

!(b(R» = 0/2) {(V(PR»)2 - V(Pn(PR)2) + V(vn(R»}. 

(2.11) c(4k, R)EH8(n+ IRIl+4k-l(Fn) in Lemma 2.8 for an integer k~1 and a 

series R with k+2IRI~n-l satisfying 

(N ~ 3n - 2). 

(2.12) c(4k+2, R)EH8(n+ IRIl+4k+l(Fn) for an integer k~O and a series R with 

k+2IRI~n-l satisfying 

](c(4k+2, R» = e4k+2. V(PR) @ V(PR) , 

where ]=j!: Hi-l(Fn)->Hi(r(n, N» in Lemma 2.3 (ii) is isomorphic if i=1 
mod4. 
(2.13) d(k, R) E H8n+4I RI+4k-l(Fn) for an integer k~ 1 and a series R with 

k ~ IRI < n-l- k satisfying 

!(d(k, R» = V(Pn+kPR), (cf. Lemma 2.4). 

For the epimorphism ]=j!: Hi-1(Fn)->H'(r(n, N» (i~ 12n-2) in Lemma 
2.3 (ii), we have the following 

LEMMA 2.14. (i) ](a(R, S» = < V(PR), V(pS» , 

](b(R» = 1 . V(PR)@ V(PR) + a lineal' combination of e41 , V(PS)@ V(PS) (1 ~ 1), 

j(c(4k, R» = e4k • V(PR)@ V(PR) + a lineal' combination of 

e4(k+I). V(PS)@ V(PS) (l~ 1). 
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Especially, for the case R =0 (the O-series), 

](b(O))=l.V®V, ](c(4k,0))=e4k .V®V (V=V(l)). 

(ii) The set of d(k, R) in (2.13) and 2c(4k, T) of c(4k, T) in (2.11) forms 
a basis of Ker}. 

PROOF. (i) By (2.9) and Lemma 1.9, we have 

The second equality is in Lemma 2.6 (i). By the definition off in (1.14), we have 
the commutative diagram 

Hi+4k(Q4(N-k l MSp(n+N) L Hi+4k(r(n+k, N-k)) 

1a 1([*)' 
j Hi(Q4NMSp(n+N»_----"-_~) Hi(r(n, N)) 

for i ~ 12n- 2, where N ~ 3n- 2, j's are the homomorphisms in (1.4) and (J is the 
iterated cohomology suspension. By (*) in the proof of Lemma 2.8, this diagram, 
Lemmas 2.6 (i) and 1.15, we have 

](c(4k, R» = j(Jr(bnH(R» = (f*)k](bnH(R» 

= (f*)k(l. V'(PR) ® V'(PR) + ... ) = e4k . V(PR) ® V(PR) + .... 

(ii) It holds that d(k, R)= O'(UPnHPR) where n + k~ n + IRI by (2.13). Also, 

2c(4k, R) = O'(UPnH+IRIPR + LS<nH+IRlmsUPS) for some integers ms, 

where n+k+IRI>n+IRI by (2.11) and Lemma 2.8. Since 0' is monomorphic 
and Ker}=ImO', these facts and the definition of Uln imply (ii). q.e.d. 

Now, by using the upper short exact sequence in Lemma 2.3 (ii) and Lemmas 
1.7 and 2.14, we see immediately the following 

PROPOSITION 2.15. Letj~n-1. Then 
(i) H8n+4 j -l(Fn) is a free abelian group with basis consisting of the 

following classes: 

a(R, S) in (2.9) with IRI + lSI = j, 

c(4k, R) in (2.11) with k+21RI =j, 

b(R) in (2.10) with 21RI = j, 

d(k, R) in (2.13) with k+IRI=j. 

(ii) H8n+4 j +l(Fn) is isomorphic to a direct sum of some copies of Z2 with 
basis consisting of c(4k+ 2, R) in (2.12) with k+ 21RI = j. 

(iii) H8n+4 j -2(Fn) =H8n+4 j (Fn) =0. 
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For the mod 2 cohomology of Fn> we can define the class 

(2.16) c(4k+l,R)ElJ8(n+ IRI)+4k(Fn;Zz) for an integer k~O and a series R 

with k + 21RI ~ n -1 satisfying 

J(c(4k+1, R» = e4k+l • V(PR) ® V(PR) , 

By the same way as the above proposition, we have 

LEMMA 2.17. The mod2 reductions of a(R, S), b(R), c(2k, R), d(k, R) in 

(2.9-13) al1d c(4k+1, R) ill (2.16)forl1l a basis of lJi(Fn; Zz)for i~1211-3. 

We can study the cohomology operations on H*(Fn; Zp) for *~12n-3. 
We remark that the transgression r: Hi-I(Fn; Zp)~Hi(Q4NMSp(n+N); Zp) 

is monomorphic for i ~ 1211- 2, by the proof of Lemma 2.3 (ii). 
When p is an odd prime, the operation pi on H*(Fn; Zp) for * +2i(p-l)~ 

12n - 3 is completely determined by Proposition 2.15 and (2.9-13), because we 
can compute r(pix)=pir(x) for any xEH*(Fn; Zp) and 'r is monomorphic. 
Consider the operation Sqi on lJ*(Fn; Zz) for *+i~12n-3. Then we can 
determine Sqix for x=a(R, S), d(k, R), by the same way as above. For x= 
c(4k+ j, R) (j = 1,2), we can compute J(Sqi X ) = SqiJ(X) by Lemma 1.11 (iii), (2.16) 
and (2.12). For y=b(R), c(4k, R), we have J(Sqiy)=SqiJ(y)=O if itO mod 4, 
by lemmas 1.11 (ii), (iii) and 2.14. Since J: lJi-I(Fn; Z2)~Hi(r(n, N); Zz) 
(i~12n-2) is monomorphic if itO mod4, Sq ic(4k+j,R) for j=I,2 and i+ 

jtO mod4 can be determined and Sq ib(R)=Sq i c(4k, R)=O if itO mod 4. 
Consequently we have the following 

LEMMA 2.18., (i) Sqia(R, S) = Sqib(R) = Sq ic(4k, R) = Sqi(d(k, R» = ° if 
itO mod4. 

(ii) Sq 1c(4k+ 1, R) = c(4k+2, R). 

In the case R=O (the O-series), we have the following 

LBI~IA 2.19. (i) Sq4 b(0)=a«I), 0)+nc(4, 0), 

P1b(0) = -(a«(1), 0) + (l1+l)c(4, 0» 

(ii) Sq ic(4k+ 1,0) = c(4k+2, 0) if i = 1, 

for p = 3. 

=0 if i = 2, =(n+k)c(4k+5,0) if i = 4, 

Sqic(4k+2,0)=0 if i= 1, =c(4k+4,0) if i=2, = (n+k)c(4k+6,0) ifi=4, 

Sq ic(4k,0)=0 if i= 1,2, =(I1+k)c(4k+4,0)+0'(UPIPn+k) if i=4, 
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where ii is the homomorphism ill Lemma 2.3 (ii). 

PROOF. First, we prove the formula for P1b(0). When p=3, it holds 
PlV=-V(Pl) and PIPn=(11+1)Pn+l-PIPn, where V=V(1). By (2.9-11), 
-r(a«I), 0»= V(P1)V- V(PlPn), -r(b(0»=(1/2)(V2- V(Pn» and -r(c(4,0»= 
(1/2)V(Pn+l). By these relations, we have -r(PIb(O» = --r(a«1), 0)+ 
(11+1)c(4, 0». Since -r is monomorphic, we have the desired formula for P1b(0). 

Next, by using Lemmas 1.11, 2.14 and (2.16), we have ](Sq4b(0)= 
<V(Pl), V)+ne4 . V(8)V=](a«1),0)+nc(4,0) and we can compute](Sqic(k,O»)= 
SqiJ(c(k, 0» for i=l, 2,4 and k=l, 2. Since]: Hi-l(Fn; Z2)-4Hi(F(n, N); Z2) 
is monomorphic for i ~ 811 + 6, we have the desired formulas for Sq4 b(0), 
Sqic(k, 0) (i = 1, 2, 4 and k= 1, 2). 

To obtain the formulas for Sq ic(4k+j,0), consider the commutative dia
gram (*) in the proof of Lemma 2.8. Then, we see that 

(2.20) jj*a(b'(O» = c(4k, 0), jj*a(c'(i, 0») = c(4k+ i, 0) (i ~ 1), 

jj*a(a'«I), 0» = -ii(UPlPn+k), 

where b'(O), c'(i, 0) and a'«I), O) are the classes in H*(Fn+k). In fact, the first 
equality is seen there. We have the second equality for i = 0 mod 4 and the last 
equality by considering -rE*a(x) = a-r(x) for x=c'(4j, 0), a'«1), 0) and by Lemma 
2.8 and (2.9). By considering j-rjj*a(c'(i, 0» for i = 1,2 mod 4 and by using the 
commutative diagram in the proof of Lemma 2.14 (i), we have the second equality 
for i=1, 2 mod4 by Lemma 1.15. In (2.20), we have Sq4c'(l, 0) =(11+ k)c'(5, 0), 
for example, by the formula for Sq4c'(1, 0). Thus, by the naturality of the coho
mology operation, we obtain the desired formulas for Sq ic(4k+j, 0). q.e.d. 

§ 3. Symplectic Pontrjagin numbers 

For a symplectic cobordism class II E n.(MSp) and a class y E Hi(BSp), let 
y[u] be the Pontrjagin number of II for the class y. 

To study the divisibility of some Pontrjagin numbers, consider a fixed element 

(0) (t = 8n+4j-1 withj < 11), 

where x is one of the classes a(R, S), b(R), c(4k, R) and d(k, R) given in Pro
position 2.15 (i) and x' is a linear combination of another classes. Then we can 
take the following steps (1)-(4): 

(1) Take a basis {x;} of Ht(Fn) which includes xo, and let {Xi} be the dual 
basis of HrCFn). 

(2) Take a suitable cell decomposition of Fno and denote its i-skeleton by 
F(j) 

n • 
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(3) For an integer 1 ~ 2 and the Hurewicz homomorphism H(I): nlFnl 
F~t-O) ~ Ht(FnIF~t-I»;;;'HlFn)' set 

where k\O(v) are integers. 
(4) Let (X(l) be the greatest common measure of {k&o(v) I v E nt(FnIF~t-I»}. 

Now we have the following basic lemma. 

LEMMA 3.1. Assume that the class Xo = x + x' E Ht(Fn) in (0) satisfies 

for some integers )'T> 

where 'l': Ht(Fn)~ Ht+l(Q4N MSp(1l + N» is the transgression in Lemma 2.3 (ii), 
and X is a sum of decomposable terms. Then 

for any u En;(MSp), 

where (X(l) is the integer given ill the step (4). 

PROOF. Consider the following commutative diagram: 

nt- 4n+l(MSp) ~ nt+1(Q4NMSp(n+N» ~ nt(Fn) ~ nt(FnIF~t-I» 

(3.2) 1H 1H 1H 1H(l) 

Ht- 4n+1(MSp) ~ Ht+1(Q4NMSp(n+N» ~ Ht(Fn) ~ Ht(FnIF~t-O). 

Here a and 'l' are the connecting map and the transgression of the fibering (2.1) 
respectively, a is the iterated homology suspension, q is the natural projection 
and H's are the Hurewicz homomorphisms. For any class u E nt-4n+ l(MSp), 
let u' E nt+ I(Q4N MSp(n + N» be the class corresponding to u under the isomor
phism in (3.2). By the above step (3), H(I)q*c(u') = Lik\O (q*c(u'»xi. Taking 
the Kronecker pairing, we have 

On the other hand, by (3.2) and the assumption, we have 

Thus we have the lemma. q.e.d. 

By this lemma, if we can take a basis of Ht(Fn) in (1) and a cell decomposition 
of Fn in (2) which enable us to compute kP)(v) in (3) and (X(l) in (4) for a fixed 
element Xo in (0), then we have the divisibility of some Pontrjagin number. Here 
we shall consider the case xo=a«l), 0)+(n+4)c(4, 0) or c(4, 0). 
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We remark that Fn is (8n-2)-connected. By Proposition 2.15 and Lemmas 
2.18 and 2.19, we have 

LEMMA 3.3. (i) For n ~ 1, 

HSn-l(Fn) = Z<b(O), HSII(Fn) = 0, HSn+l(Fn) = Z2<c(2, 0». 

(ii) For n~2, 

HSn+2(Fn) = HSn+4(Fn) = 0, HSn+3(Fn) = Z<a') EB Z<c(4, 0), 

HSn+S(Fn) = Z2<c(6, 0), 

where a'=a«1), 0)+(n+4)c(4, 0). 

(iii) Sq4 b(0)=a', P1b(0)= -a' for p=3, 

Sqib(O)=O if l~i~7 and i#4, 

Sq ic(l, 0) = c(2, 0) if i= 1, =0 if i=2, =nc(5, 0) if i=4, 

Sqic(2, 0)=0 if i= 1, =c(4, 0) if i=2, =nc(6,0) if i=4, 

Sqi(a')=Sq i c(4, 0)=0 if 1 ~i~3. 

By this lemma, we have immediately the following 

LEMMA 3.4. Let n~2. Then we can take a complex K given by 

and a map f: K--'>Fn, which satisfy the following (i)-(ii): 
(i) f*: H;CK)--'>HlFn) is isomorphic for i~8n+4. 
(ii) The cells e~n+3 and e~n+3 correspond to the cohomology classes f*(a') 

and f*(c(4, 0)) respectively. 

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let n~2. Then 

(i) 1tsn - 1(Fn)=Z, 1tsnCFn)=1tSn+l(Fn)=Z2EBZ2' 1tsn+2(Fn)=0, 

1tSn+ 3 (Fn) =ZEBZ (resp. ZEBZEBZ2 ) if n is odd (resp. even). 

(ii) We can take a basis {u(3), v(3)} of a free part of 1tSn+ 3(Fn) to satisfy 
H(u(3))=24a' and H(v(3))=4c(4, 0), where H: 1tsn+iFn)--'>Hsn+3(Fn) is the 
Hurewicz homomorphism and {a', c(4, O)} is the dual basis of {a', c(4, O)} in 
Lemma 3.3. 

PROOF. By Lemma 3.4, we prove the proposition for K in Lemma 3.4 
instead of Fn. 

It is obvious that 1tsn-l(K)=Z and K(Sn) =SSn-l V SSn. If ql: K(Sn)--,> 
SSn-l and q2: K(Sn)--,>SSn are the respective projections, then ql<Pl is homotopic 
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to the constant map and deg q2¢1 =2 since Sq2b(0) =0 and Sq1c(1, 0) = c(2, 0) by 
Lemma 3.3 (iii). Hence we have K'=K(Sn+1) =K(Sn+2) =SSn-1 V (SSnV2 

eSn+1), and the split exact sequence 

(*) 0 ---> 1'C Sn+i(SSn-1) ~ 1'C sn+i(K') ~ 1'CS n+i(SSn V 2 eSn+l) ---> 0 
q* 

where p and q are the projections. Therefore 1'CSn(K)=1'CSn+1(K)=Z2EBZ2' 
Furthermore 

(3.6) 1'Csn+2(K')~1'CSn+2(SSn-1)EB1'CSn+2(SSn V 2 eSn+1)=Z24EBZ4 (cf. [2; 4.1]), 
and for the attaching maps lfJ1 and lfJ2, q*lfJ1 and P*lfJ2 generate the first and 
second summands respectively, and the orders of P*lfJ1 and q*lfJ2 are divisors 
of 2 and 4 respectively. 

To prove the latter half of (3.6), we consider the commutative diagram 

for k= 1 and 2, where 1'C is the natural projection, and ij and it are the maps de
fined by q and 1'C respectively. Consider the mod 2 and mod 3 cohomology groups 
of this diagram. Then, since Sq4b(0)=a' and P1b(0) = -a' for p=3 by Lemma 
3.3 (iii), we see that q*lfJ1 is a generator of 1'CSn+2(SSn-1)=Z24 and the order of 
q*lfJ2 is a divisor of 4. Since Sq2c(2, 0) = c(4, 0) by Lemma 3.3 (iii), 1'C*lfJ1 =0 
and 1'C*lfJ2=10 in 1'Csn+2(SSn+l)=Z2' Hence the order of P*lfJ1 is at most 2 and 
P*lfJ2 is a generator of 1'Csn+2(K'/SSn-1) = 1'CSn +2(SSn V 2 eSn+1)=Z2, by the fact 
that 1'C~: 1'CSn+iSSn+2 V 2 eSn+1)-+1'CSn+2(ssn+1) is epimorphic, where 1'C' is the 
restriction of 1'C (cf. [2; 4.1]). These imply the latter half of (3.6). 

1'CSn + iK) = 0 follows immediately from (3.6). 
Consider the exact sequence 

~ (SSn+2vSSn+2) (1/11 V 1/12)* ) ~ (K') i* ~ (K(Sn+3») "Sn+3 1 2 "Sn+3 ---> "Sn+3 
a ~ (SSn+2 v SSn+2) (1/11 V 1/12)* ~ (K') 

---> "Sn+2 1 2 ) "Sn+2 . 

Then 1m 8= Ker(!/i1 vlfJ2)*=Z(24'1)EBZ(4'2) by (3.6), where 'i is a generator 
of l!sn+2(s~n+2) U=1,2). On the other hand, P*:l!sn+3(K')-+1'CSn +3 
(SSn V 2 eSn +1) in (*) for ;=3 is isomorphic since 1'CSn +3(SSn-1)=0. Furthermore 
1'Csn+3(SSnV2eSn+1)=Z2EBZ2 and one of its generators is if/[, where ifE1'Csn+2 
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(SSnV2esn+1)=Z4 and IJE1rsn+3(SSn+2)=Z2 are generators (cf. [2;4.1]). By 
(3.6), we can take 11= P*t/!2 and then P*t/!l =2[;1/. Thus p*t/!I*('II)=2eq,/=0 and 
p*t/!2*(IJ2)=IIIJ for the generator IJjE1rsn+iS,"+2)=Z2' These imply that 
1m i*=Z2 and 1rsn+iK(Sn+3»)=ZEj;)ZEj;)Z2' 

Now, the attaching map ¢4 is contained in Ker 0 = 1m i* = Z2 by the last 
two equalities in Lemma 3.3 (iii). Furthermore, since Sq4c(l, O)=nc(S, 0) by 
Lemma 3.3 (iii), we see that ¢4#0 if n is odd and ¢4=0 if n is even. Thus we see 
that the desired results for 1rSn+ 3(K). 

By the above exact sequence, we can take a basis {u(3), v(3)} of 1rSn+ 3(K)/ 
Tor=1rsn+3(K(Sn+3»)/Tor to satisfy ou(3)=24tl and 01:(3)=4t 2. These, imply 
that H(u(3))=24a', and H(v(3»=4c(4, 0), and we complete the proof. q.e.d. 

REMARK 3.7. For n= 1, 1rsn+;(Fn) (i= -1, 0,1) are the same as the ones given 
in Proposition 3.S. 

By Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 and Proposition 3.S, we have the following 

THEOREM 3.8. Let n ~ 1. Then 

(i) Pn[u]=O mod8 fOl'any UE1r4n(MSp). 

(ii) P 1Pn[u]-«n+4)/2)Pn+1[u]=0 mod24 fo,. allY IlE1r4n+iMSp). 

PROOF. For n = 1, (i) and (ii) follow from the results of [7], [6] on 1r4(MSp) 
and 1rsCMSp). Let n~2. We consider the case that xo=a' or c(4, 0) and I=S 
in Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.3 (ii), we can take a basis {a', c(4, O)} of HSn+3(Fn). 
When Xo = c(4, 0), we see that I1(S) is a multiple of 4 by Proposition 3.S and 
-r(c(4,0»=(1/2)V(Pn+l) by (2.11), hence (i) follows' from Lemma 3.1. When 
xo=a',I1(S) is a multiple of 24 by Proposition 3.S and -r(a') = - V(P 1Pn) + 
«n +4)/2) V(Pn+ 1) + V(P l)Vby (2.9) and (2.11), hence (ii) follows from Lemma 3.1. 

q.e.d. 

REMARK 3.9. In addition to Proposition 3.5 (i), the homotopy groups 
1r;{Fn) can be determined for i~8n+6 by the results due to S. Oka. 

§ 4. Homotopy groups of MSp(n) 

In the rest of this paper, we study the homotopy groups 1rsn-l(MSp(n) and 
1rsn+3(MSp(n) for n~ 1. 

Consider the homotopy exact sequence of the fibering (2.1): 

(4.1) 

(i ~ 8n-2), 
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where we identify 1ti(MSp) with 1ti+4n(Q4NMSp(n+N» since N~n. Because 
Fn is (811- 2)-connected, bn* is isomorphic for i ~ 411-1 and epimorphic for 
i=41l. 

PROPOSITION 4.2. (i) For iJ: 1t4n(MSp)->1tSn-I(Fn)=Z (n~ 1) (see Pro
position 3.5 (i) alld Remark 3.7), it holds that 

for allY U E 1t4n(MSp). 

(ii) For a: 1t4n+4(MSp)->1tsn+3(Fn)=Z(u(3»Ef>Z(v(3»ElHor (1l~2) (see 
Proposition 3.5), it holds that 

for allY UE1t4n +iMSp), where (k, 1)=ku(3)+lv(3)+a torsion element. 

PROOF. We shall prove (ii). (i) can be proved similarly. 
For UE1t4n+4(MSp)=1tsn+iQ4NMSp(I1+N», set iJu=(k, 1). Then H(iJu)= 

24kii' +41c(4, 0) by Proposition 3.5 (ii). Thus, by taking the Kronecker pairing, 
we have 

24k = (H(au), a') = (H(u), ,(a'» = - PIPn[u] + «II +4)/2)Pn+I[U] , 

41 = (H(all), c(4, 0» = (H(u), ,(c(4, 0») = (1/2)Pn+ I[U], 

since ,(a') = V(P I)V- V(P IPn)+«n + 4)/2)V(Pn + I), and ,(c(4, 0» = 0/2) V(Pn+ I) 
by (2.9) and (2.11). Hence we have the desired result. q. e. d. 

The Pontrjagin number Pn[u] is a multiple of 8 for any II E 1t4n(MSp) (II ~ 1) 
by Theorem 3.8 (i). Thus we set 

(4.3) men) = g. c. m. ({l/8)Pn[u] I U E 1t4n(MSp)} for n~1. 

COROLLARY 4.4. The kernel of the epimorphism bn*: 1tsn - I(MSp(n»-> 
1t4n - I(MSp) is a. cyclic group of oreler 4m(n) generateel by the Whitehead product 
[i, i]for the homotopy class i of the natural inclusion i: S411->MSp(n). 

PROOF. By Proposition 4.2 (i), the definition (4.3) and the exact sequence 
(4.1), we see that Ker bn* is a cyclic group of order 4m(I1). Consider the com
mutative diagram 

F(i,) L S4n it I QS4n+1 

Ii Ii Ii' 
Fn L MSp(n) ~ Q4NMSp(n+N). 

Here i l denotes the natural inclusion and F(i,) is the fiber, and i' is the com-
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positIOn QS4n+I->Q4NS4(n+N)->Q4N MSp(n + N) of the natural inclusions. It 

holds that 'TCsn-,(FU,))=Z and j~(1)=±[c,c] for a generator CE'TC4 iS4n ) by 
the definition of the Whitehead product. Since i*: 'TCsn-,(F(i,))->7rsn-,(Fn) is 
isomorphic, the kernel of bn*: 7CSn_I(MSp(n))->7C4n_I(MSp) is generated by 
[i, i] by the naturality. q. e. d. 

Let MU(2n) be the Thorn space of the universal complex vector bundle over 
BU(2n), and consider the map c: MSp(n)->MU(2n) induced by the inclusion 
Sp(n)c U(2n). Then we have the following corollary, where V2(Y) is the ex
ponent of 2 in the prime power decomposition of a positive integer y: 

COROLLARY 4.5. Assume that 
(a) n is not a power of 2 and 27C4n-1 (MSp) =0, or 

(b) vim(n))+2=v2(I7Csn-1 (MU(2n))I). 

Then the epimorphism bn*: 'TCSn - 1 (MSp(n))->'TC4n _ 1 (MSp) is split, that is, 

'TCsn_,(MSp(n)) ~ Z4mCn) EB 'TC4n - I(MSp). 

PROOF. Let F2n->MU(2n) b2n ,Q4NMU(2n+2N) be the fibering defined by 
the same way as (2.1), and consider the commutative digaram 

Fn ----> MSp(n) ~ Q4N MSp(n + N) 

lc' lc IQ4.\·c 
F 2n ----> MU(2n) b2n

, Q4N MU(2n + 2N) 

induced by c. We remark that F2n IS (8n-2)-connected. Then we have the 
commutative digaram 

lc* lc~ lc* lc* 
'TC4n(MU) --.!.. 'TCsn-I(F2n) ----> 'TC sn_I(MU(2n)) ~ O. 

In the first place, we notice that c~ is isomorphic. By E. Rees and E. Thomas 
[11; § 2], H8n-I(F 2n) is Z generated by 0:: 1 which satisfies 

r(O::I) = (l/2)(u(Uc2n) - (u(U))2), 

where r: H8n-I(F2n)->H8n(Q4NM) and u: HSn+4N(M)~HSn(Q4NM) are the 

transgression and the iterated cohomology suspension respectivelYf and U E 

H4n+4N(M) is the Thorn class (M=MU(2n+2N)). The above equality and 
r(b(0))=(1/2)(V2- V(Pn)) of (2.10) imply rc'(O::l)= -r(b(O)) and so C'*(O::l)= 
-b(O), because C*(C2n)=±Pn, c*(U)=±U and r is monomorphic. Thus c'*: 
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HSn-l(F2n)-+Hsn-l(Fn) is isomorphic and so is c~ in the diagram. 

Furthermore 1!sn_t(MU(2n»~Coker8 is a cyclic group of order 2P where 

{3=po(2n)-1 by [11; Th. A], and Coker a=Z4m(n) by Corollary 4.4. Thus we 
have the commutative diagram 

0--> Coker a( = Z4m(n» --> 1!sn-l(MSp(n» bn*, 1!411-t(MSp) --> 0 

(*) Ie' Ie* 
Coker 8( = Z2P) ~ 1!Sn-l (MU(2n» , 

where c" is the epimorphism induced by c~. 
When (b) holds, c" induces the isomorphism of the 2-torsion parts, hence the 

upper sequence in (*) splits because 1!4n-t(MSp) is a 2-torsion group (cf. [15; 
20.40]). 

Now we assume that (a) holds. Then {3#0 by the definition of po(2n) 
([11; Th. A]) and 1!4n-l (MSp)®Z2 = 1!4n-l (MSp). Hence, by tensoring Z2 to 
(*), we have the split exact sequence 0-+Z2-+1!sn-t(MSp(n»®Z2-+1!4n-l(MSp) 
-+0. Therefore the upper sequence in (*) splits as desired. q.e.d. 

We shall prove the foHowing theorems in the next section by preparing some 
symplectic cobordism classes. 

THEOREM 4.6. For the integer m(n) in (4.3), the following (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) m(n) is a power of2for 1l#1, 3, and 111(1)=m(3)=3. 
(ii) m(ll) = 1 if 1l=2k +21-1 or 2k +21 (k, 1~0) and Il# 1,3. 

THEORBt 4.7. (i) 1!j(MSp(n» (i~81l+3) has no p-torsion for any odd 
prime p, except for (Il, i)=(1, 7), (1,10), (1,11), (2,19) alld (3, 23). 

(ii) bn*: 1!sn+iMSP(Il»-+1!4n+3(MSp) is epimorphicfor 1l~1. 
(iii) If 1I=2k+21_1 (k, 1~1), thell bn* ill (ii) is isomorphic, that is, 

1!Sn+ 3(MSp(1I» ~ 1!4n+ iMSp). 

§ 5. Symplectic cobordism classes 

In this section, we examine the characteristic numbers of some symplectic 
cobordism classes to prove Theorems 4.6 and 4.7.-

Let ~ = ~ 1 be the universal symplectic line bundle over the quaternion pro
jective spac~ HY;C = BSp(1), and ~®c~®c~ be the tensor product of ~ over 
Hp-.c x HY" X HY" by taking ~ as the complex vector bundle. Then it is a sym
plectic vector bundle ~3 (cf. [14]), and so we denote its classifying map by 

(5.1) 

Let p_~ISp E MSp4(BSp) be the universal first Pontrjagin class and prSP(~) E 
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MSp4(HPOO) be the Euler class of ~ in the symplectic cobordism theory. By 
using the projection qi: Y->HP"" (i= 1,2,3) onto the i-th factor, we set Xi= 
qrprSp(~)EMSp4(Y). Then MSp*(Y)=MSp*[X t , X 2, X 3L and we have an 
expansion 

(5.2) 

for some cobordism classes 

(5.3) aijk E 7t4(i+ j+k_I)(MSp). 

We shall consider the Pontrjagin numbers Pi+j+k-t[aijk] and PtPi+j+k-2 
[a ijk]. 

Consider the classes Xi = qt P t (~) E H4( Y) (i = 1, 2, 3) where Y = H pro x 
HPOC; x Hpoo • Then H*(Y)=Z[x t , X2' X3], and we have the following lemma, 
where p.1, EH4i(BSp) denotes the primitive class defined inductively by p.1,= 
L~-:'\ (-I)i+tPjP.1,-i+( -l)i+tiPi, and C(r, s, t) denotes (r+s+t)!/r!s!t!: 

LEMMA 5.4. F or the illdllced homomorphism ¢*: H*(BSp)-> H*( Y) of 
¢ in (5.1), 

¢*(P.1,) = 4 Lk+l+m=i C(2k, 21, 2111)X~X~X3. 

PROOF. Let ci E H2i(BU) be the i-th Chern class, and c.1, E H2i(BU) be 
the primitive class defined inductively by c.1, = L}-:'\ (-l)i+ t cj c.1'-J +( _l)i+lici. 
Then, for the canonical map c: BSp->BU, it holds c*(c.12')=2P.1, by the de
finitions of P.1, and c.1J. Hence, by the definition of ¢, 

Let 1'/ be the canonical complex line bundle over CPOC), and ij be the conjugate 
bundle of 1'/. Then 1'/®ij is a symplectic line bundle over Cpoo , and we denote its 
classifying map by q: CpOO->Hpoo • Set Z=Cpro X cpoo X CPOO. Then H*(Z)= 

Z[Yt, Y2, YJ], where Yi=qrC t (lf} E H2(Z) (i= 1,2,3) for the projection qi: Z-> 
Cpoo onto the i-th factor. For the homomorphism (q x q x q)*: H*(Y)->H*(Z), 
we see that 

(q x q x q)*(c.12'(~®c~®cm = c.1 2 '«1'/®ij) ® cC1'/®ij) ® cC1'/®ij» 

= 2{(Yl + Y2 + YJ)2i + (Yt + Y2 - Y3)2i + (Yt - Y2 + YJ)2i + (Yl - Y2 - Y3)2i} 

=8 Lk+l+m=i C(2k, 21, 2m)YIky~'y~m, 

by using the equality C.1'(Lk (k)= Lk(C1«(k»i for line bundles (k. Since 
(q x q x q)* is monomorphic and (q x q X q)*(Xk) = y~ for k= 1,2,3, we have the 
desired result by the above equalities. q. e. d. 
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Now, for E=H or MSp, let fJlj EE4iHpOO) be the dual class of (PfW)i 
where Pf(~) is the Euler class of~. Then the following holds (cf. [8], [15; 
§ 16]): 

(5.5) E*(HpOC
) is a free 7t*(E)-module with basis {/371j~O}, and 

E*(MSp)~7t*(E)[bf, bf, ... ], b7 = i*/37+1 EE4iMSp) , 

where i: Hp 7J -+PMSp is the natural inclusion. 

Let (b)~ E H4lMSp) denote the 41-dimensional component of bk =(1 + bl + 
b2 +···)k, i.e., 

(5.6) (1+bIX+b2X2+ ... )k=:Ll~O(bHxl, where bj=b51 in (5.5), 

and let H: 7t*(MSp)-H*(MSp) be the Hurewiez homomorphism. 

PROPOSITION 5.7. For any non negative integers r, s, t with r+s+t~l, 

where the sllmmation is taken over all i,j, k~O with i~r,j~s, k~t. 

PROOF. Consider the commutative diagram 

MSp*(BSp) -..!i... (H /\ MSp)*(BSp) ~ H*(MSp) ® H*(BSp) 

19* 19* 11(8)9* 

MSp*(Y) ~ (H /\ MSp)*(Y) ~ H*(MSp) ® H*(y), 

where Ii denotes the Boardman homomorphism. Then we have 

(5.8) 

The following relation holds (ef. [1], [8; (5.1)]) : 

(5.9) 

where p.J, is the primitive class in Lemma 5.4. By (5.9) and Lemma 5.4, 

(l®¢*)Ii(p~fSp) = 4:L r+s+l~i~1 C(2r, 2s, 2t)bi_IX~X~x~. 

On the other hand, by (5.9) and (5.6), 

Ii(Xi) = O:::i~l bi-1xDj = L.s~j(b)!-jxi. 

By (5.2) and this equality, we have 

1i¢*(P1fSp ) = L.r+s+I~1 (L.H (aijk)(b)~_;(b)!-ib)~- k)X~X~X~. 

Therefore, we have the proposition by (5.8). q.e.d. 
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For any class II E 7r4n(MSp), its Hurewicz image 11.(11) can be written as 

H(II) = L ;'r'.r2 .... b'i'b5.2.·· E H*(MSp) = Z[b Jo b2 ,· .. ] • 

For our purpose, we denote simply the coefficient ;.n of bi by (II) (/I ~ 1) and 

An -2.1 of bi-2b2 by <u) (n~2). 
Then we have 

(5.10) for n ~ 1. 

These formulas can be proved by the same proof as that for MU given in [1; 
pp. 10-11], [15; pp. 401-402]. 

By comparing the coefficients of b'i+ s+t - 1 or b'i.+ s+t - 3b2 in the both sides 

of the equality in Proposition 5.7, and by the above notations ( ) and < ), we 
have the following 

LEMMA 5.11. For r, s, t~O, thefol/owing hold, where sUlllmations are taken 

over i,j, k~O with i~r,j~s, k~t. 

(i) 
if r+s+t~2, 

otherwise. 

(ii) 

= ( :C(2r, 2s, 2t) if r+s+t=3, 

otherwise. 

PROPOSITION 5.12. (i) For i,j~l, 

( 

8 mod 16 
(aijo) == 

o mod 16 

(ii) For i, j, k~ 1, (aijk)=O and 

( 

8 mod 16 
<aijk) == 

o mod 16 

if i and j are powers of 2, 

otherwise. 

if i, j, k are powers of 2, 

otherwise. 

We shall prove Proposition 5.12 by preparing the following two lemmas: 

LEMMA 5.13. (i) (aijk) =0 ifi,j, k~l. 

(ii) 
if r=s=t= 1, 

otherwise, 
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for r, s, t ~ 1, where the summation is taken over all i, j, k ~ 1 with i;£ r, j ;£s, 

k;£t. 

PROOF. (i) By Lemma 5.11 (i), L (aijk)C~i)(/-j)C~k)=O for any r, 

s, t ~ 1, where the summation is taken over all i, j, k ~ 1 with i;£ r, j;£ s, k;£ t. 

Therefore we see (i) by the induction on i + j + k. 
(ii) (i) and Lemma 5.11 (ii) imply (ii). q. e. d. 

LEMMA 5.14. (i) <aijk) is a multiple of <a 111 )=360for any i,j, k~ I. 
(ii) <aijk)=<ai'i'k') for any permutation (i',j', k') of (i,j, k). 

(iii) L~=l <aist)(r~i)=O for r~2 and s, t~ 1. 

(iv) Set l1lijk = <aijk)/360. Then IlI rst = I11r11111s11 111111 for r, s, t ~ I. 

(v) {
I mod2 ifr is a power of 2, 

I1lr!1 = o mod 2 otherwise. 

PROOF. By Lemma 5.13 (ii), we can prove (i) and (ii) by the induction on 

i + j + k, and (iii) by the induction on s + t. We can prove (iv) inductively on 
r + s + t by using (iii) and (ii), and (v) inductively on r by using (iii) and the fact 

that (r~i2i) for r> 2i is odd if and only if r=2i+l. q. e. d. 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.12. (ii) The first equality is proved in Lemma 
5.13 (i). The second equality is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.14 
(iv), (v). 

(i) By Lemma 5.11 (i), we see that for r, s~ 1, 

if r=s= 1 

otherwise. 

By using this equality instead of Lemma 5.13 (ii), we can prove (i) by the same 
way as the above proof of the second equality in (ii). q. e. d. 

Now we consider another example of symplectic cobordism classes defined 
by R. E. Stong [14] and N. Ray [9]. We follow the methods due to N. Ray. 

The complex projective space CP2i-l is a weakly almost symplectic manifold 
(see [14]), and so is the product TIr~1 cp2n,-I. Consider the composition 

where j and q are canonical maps and III is the classifying map of the tensor 

product of 2r copies of the canonical complex line bundle ti over CP'Xl. Then 
we have a bordism class 
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for n = Lr!;l nj. By (5.4), we have an expansion 

for some classes 

(5.15) 

By the result of N. Ray [9; (3.1), (3.2)] for the computation of the Hurewicz 
image of these classes ak(n 1 , ••• , n2r), we have the following proposition, where 

C(jl,··.,JI)=(LI=l}j)l/TII=l (}j)!. 

PROPOSITION 5.16. For the Hurewicz homomorphism H: 1C4 (n-r-k)(MSp)-+ 

H 4 (n-r-k)(MSp), it holds 

H(ak(1l 1,···, 112r» = L C(jl' .. ·'}2r)(b)j;' .. ·(b)j;;·(b)~-r-k-i' 

where I1=Lr!;lllj, j=Lt!;ljj,}j=2(nj-jj)-1 alld the summation is taken over 
all jj?;O. 

We notice that the coefficients of bt and bt-2b2 in the 41-dimensional com

ponent of (btm are (-l)l(mn-:-~ll) and (-1)I-l(l-1)(m':~12) respectively. 

Therefore, by comparing the coefficients of b'l-r-k and b'l-r-k-2b2 in the both 

sides of the above equality, and by using the notations ( ) and < > in (5.10), we 
see the following 

LEMMA 5.17. The following (i) and (ii) hold, where n=Lt!;l nj, j=Lt!;dj, 
}j=2(nj-jj)-1, m=n-r-k-j and the summations are taken over jj?;O with 

jj~nj-1 (1 ~i~2r): 

(1·) ( ( »-"'( l)i(k)C(' ; )TI2r (n j +jj -1) ak nl'···, n2r - £.... - m 11,···,12r j=1 nj-1 . 

(ii) <ak(n l , ••. , n2r» is equal to 

L( _t)iC(} I'···, J2r){(m -l)(m ~ 1) - (!) Lt!;1 (i;-l)j;/ 

(n.+ I-I)} TI7r (ni + ji -1) " ,=1 nj-1 . 

When k= 1, we have the following 

if r = I and nl' n2 ?; 2, or r = 2, 

otherwise. 
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(ii) PIPn-3[al(nl' n2)]=( _1)n+l(n_5)(~~I-=-})(~:2_='}) (n=n 1 +n2) 

ifni, n2~2. 

PROOF. (i) The equality in Lemma 5.17 (i) for k=l is 

( ( )) "( l)jC(~ ~ )TI2r (n;+h- 1) al 11 1" .. , 1l2r = £... - 11,···,12r ;=1 11;-1 ' 

where the summation is taken over j;~O (1 ~ i~2r) withjl~ 11;-1 and j = 11 - r-1, 
ll-r-2. Therefore the left hand side is 0 if r~3, becausej~11-2r. 

Let r = 1. If 11 1, n2 ~ 2, then the summation in the above equality is taken over 

Ul,h)=(11 1 -1,112 -1), (Ill -1,112 -2) and (111 -2,112 -1), and then C(}I'}2)= 
2, 4 and 4 respectively. Hence we have 

( ( » _ (_1)n-l?(211 1 -2)(2112 -2) al 111' 112 - - 1 1 111- 112-

If III = 1, then 112 ~2 and the summation is taken over Ul,j2)=(0, 112 -1) and 
(0,112-2). Hence we see that (a l(1,112»=0. (a 1(11 1 , 1))=0 holds similarly. 
Thus we have the desired equality for Pn - 2 [a 1(11 1 , 112)] by (5.10). 

For the case r=2, the summation in the first equality is taken over j;= 
n;-1 (1~i~4) only, and then C(}I, ... ,}4)=24. Thus we have the desired 

equality for Pn - 3 [a l (11 1, 112' 113' 1l4)]. 
(ii) By the equality in Lemma 5.17 (ii), and by a similar argument to (i), 

we see that 

By (5.10), PI Pn- 3[a 1 (Ill' 112)] = (a 1(11 1, 112) + (Il- 2)(a 1(111' 112») for 11 ~ 3. 
we have (ii) by the above equalities for (a 1(11 1 , n2» and (a 1(n 1 , n2»). 

COROLLARY 5.19. Pn-r-I[al(nl' ... , n2r)] (n-r~2) is congruent to 

mod 16 

mod 16 

if r = 1 and n l -1, 112 -1 are powers of 2, or 

r = 2 alld III = 112 = 113 = 114 = 1, 

otherwise. 

Hence 
q.e.d. 

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the corollary for the first two cases in Pro

position 5.18 (i). We notice that V2((~z))=cx(Il)+cx(m-Il)-cx(m) (cf. [10; 

(6)]), where cx(y) is the number of l's in the dyadic expansion of y. Thus, by 

Proposition 5.18 (i), we have 

\'2(IP.-2[a 1(1l 1, 112)]1) = 1 + cx(1l 1 -1) + CX(1l2 -1) if Ill' 112 ~ 2, 
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Hence V2(lPn-2[a 1(n l , n2)]1) is at least 3, and is 3 if and only if 111 -1 and 112-1 
are powers of 2. Also V2(lPn-3[a l (n l , n2, n3, n4)]1) is 3 if and only if II j = 1 
(1~i~4). Thus we have the corollary. q.e.d. 

REMARK 5.20. In addition to Proposition 5.18, we can prove the following 
equalities by (5.10), Lemma 5.17 and routine computations: 

where A=(-1)n+1(n-5) if r=1 and n l , 112~2, =(-1)n12(n-41-2) if r=2 
(I is the number of i's with nj~2), =t -1)n720 if r=3, =0 otherwise. 

(ii) Pn-3[ainl, n2)] = (-l)n+12{2-7(n-3)j(2nl -3)(2n2 -3)}(~~1-=-12) 

x (~:2-=-?) (n=n l +n2) if n l , 112~3. 

Now we can prove the following theorem which is Theorem III (i): 

THEOREM 5.21. 7rsn+iMSp(n» (n~3) has no p-torsionfor any odd prime p. 

PROOF. Let Qp={ljml(m,p)=l}cQ. Tensoring Qp to (4.1) for i= 
4n+4 (n~2), we have the exact sequence 

7r4n+4 (MSp) ® Qp a®I, Qp EB Qp ----> 7rSn +3(MSp(n» ® Qp ----> 0, 

since 7r8n+3(Fn)®Qp~QpEBQp (n~2) by Proposition 3.5 (i) and 7r4n +3(MSp) is a 
2-torsion group. Therefore it is sufficient to show that 

(5.22) is epimorphic for n ~ 3. 

Set Y1 =a l (l, 1, 1, 1), y,=a l(2, i) (2~i~6) and z=a 1(3, 3). Then, by using 
Proposition 4.2, the equalities 

Pk+Z[UV] = Pk[U]PZ[v] , 

P1Pk+Z- 1[uv] = P1Pk- 1[U]PZ[v] + Pk[U]P1PZ- 1[V] 
(5.23) 

for U E 7r4k(MSp), v E 7r4zCMSp)(k, I~ 1) and Proposition 5.18, we see the following 
equalities for k~O, where (a, b)=au(3)+bv(3)+a torsion element: 

O(YIY2k+l) = «-1)k+ 18k .4·(3k+5), (_1)k+ 18k+l·3), 

O(y~+2) = «-1)k8k .4.(k+3), (_1)k8k+1), 

o(y~z) = «-1)k+ 18k - 1 .4.9·(k+2), (-1)k+ 18k .9), 

o(y~y,) = ( _1)k+i+12. 8k- 1 • (k+2)ei-=-12) , (_1)k+i+14. 8k- 1e i-=-?)) (i~ 3), 
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where ei_=-l) = 6 if i=3, =4·5ifi=4, =2·5·7ifi=5, =4·3z ·7ifi=6. 

Therefore, for 0(8)1 in (5.21), we have the following equalities: 
When n=2k-1 with k~2 and p:;65, 

(_1)kO® 1{(1/8k-z·4)y~ + (1/8k-Z.5)y~-ZY4} = (1, 0), 

( _1)k+10 (8) 1 {(k/8k-l)y~ + «k + l)/8k- Z. 2· 5)y~-Z Y 4} = (0, 1); 

when n=2k-l with k~3 and p=5, 

( - I )kO ® 1 {(1/8k-l)y~ - (1/8 k - 3. 2·7 . 9)y~-3 Y6} = (1, 0), 

( -1)k+1o ® 1 {«k-I)/8k- 1 . 2)y~ - «k+ 1)/8k- 3. 4·7· 9)Y~-3Y6} = (0, 1) ; 

when n=3 and p=5, 

o (8) 1{(1/4)y~ + (2/9)z} = (1, 0), 0 ® 1{ -(1/4)y~ - (1/3)z} = (0, 1); 

when n=2k with k~2, 

(_1)k+ 1o ® 1 {(1/8k - 1 • 4)YIY~ + (l/8 k- Z. 4)y~-1 YJ} = (1, 0), 

( -l)ko ® 1 {«k + 36)/8k)YIY~ + «k+ 24)/8k - 1 )y~-l Y3 - (1/8k-Z)y~-Z Ys} = (0, 1). 

These equalities imply (5.22), and we have the desired result. q.e.d. 

Now we prove Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.6. (i) In the above proof, we have seen that 

PzJa 1(2, 2)i] = (- 8)i (i~ 1), PZi+ l[a 1{2, 2)i-l a1 (2, 3)] = (_1)i-13. 8i (i ~ 1), 

P2i + 1[a 1(2, 2)i-2a1 (2, 5)] =(_1)i35·8i-l(i~2). 

Therefore the definition (4.3) of m(n) implies that m(2i)(i~ 1) is a power of 2 by 
the first equality, and so is 11l(2i + l)(i ~ 2) by the last two ones. m{l) = m(3) = 3 
follows from the result of [7], [6] on niMSp) and n12(MSp). 

(ii) The desired result for n=2k+2'-J (resp. 2k+2') follows immediately 
from (i) and the fact that P.[alkl'O] (resp. Pn[a 1(2k + 1,2' + 1)]) is not a multiple 
of 16 by (5.10) and Proposition 5.12 (i) (resp. Corollary 5.19). q.e.d. 

RDIARK 5.24. Let n:;61, 3. Then by Theorem 4.6 (ii), /11(n) = 1 if a(n)~2 
or et(n+ 1)~2 (a{t) is the number of I's in the dyadic expansion of t). In general, 
the exponent l'zCm(n» of l1l(n)=2>1(m(n» can be estimated by the inequality 

po{2n) - 3 ~ vzCm(n» ~ min {et(n), a(n + I)} - 2 if a(n), a(n + 1) ~ 3, 

where po{2n)=min{rl(X(2n+r)~2r} is the number given in [11; Th.A]. But 
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this inequality does not determine vim(n», since po(2n)<min {o:(n), 0:(11+ 1)} 
there. 

In fact, the first inequality is seen by (*) in the proof of Corollary 4.5. We 
note that for any t with a(t)~2, a(t)~a(tl)+a(t2) if 1=11 +12 and there are 
tt, t2~1 with t=tl +t2 and a(t)=a(tt)+a(t2). Thus we see the second inequality 
by (*) in the proof of Corollary 4.5 and by the equality V2(lPn[a2(t l , (2)]1)=1+ 
a(tt) + lX(t2) (tt +t2=n+1; tl , t2~2) for odd II, which follows from Remark 5.20 
(ii). The last inequality is seen easily. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.7. (i) By Proposition 3.5 (i) and Remark 3.7, 1ti(Fn) 
has no p-torsion for i ~ 8n + 3 if II ~ 2 and for i ~ 9 if n = 1. Furthermore 1t*(MSp) 
has no p-torsion. Thus (i) holds for if: 811- 1, 811- 3 by the exact sequence (4.1). 
For i = 811-1, (i) folIows from Corollary 4.4. For i = 8n + 3, (i) is proved in 
Theorem 5.21. 

(ii) If 11=1, then 1t7(MSp)=0 by [7], and (ii) is trivial. If 11~2, then 
1tsn+iFn)=O by Proposition 3.5 (i). Thus (ii) folIows from the exact sequence 
(4.1). 

(iii) Consider the exact sequence (4.1) for i=411+4 and n=2k+2'-1 
with k, 1~1: 

where we identify 1tsn + 3(Fn) with ZEBZ by Proposition 3.5 (i). By Propositions 
4.2 (ii), 5.12 (ii) and Corollary 5.19, we have 

0(a2k2/1) = (x, 0) and 0(a l (2 k +1, 2'+1» = (x', y) 

for some integer x' and some odd integers x and y. These imply that Coker 0 
is a finite group and has no 2-torsion. By Theorem 5.21, Coker 0 has no p
torsion for any odd prime p, hence Coker 0=0, and bn* is isomorphic. q. e. d. 
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